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Process Explanation

1. Buy good quality cases, Lapua & Norma recommended

2. Full length size all your cases. The reason you need to FLS is to ensure the necks are perfectly round, & all other dimensions (other than overall length) are also the same.

4. Lightly chamfer the inside & outside of the case necks. Removes sharp edges from the case mouth & creates a funnel to more easily seat bullets.

Cases vary in quality between manufacturers. The more uniform the cases the more chance you have of getting a large lot of same-weight cases from the 
number you purchase. Lapua cases generally will have half of the lot you purchase of essentially the same weight, & those left over will not be very different 
in weight.

3. Trim all your cases to the same overall length. From about a dozen 
cases, choose the shortest, & provided its length is within specs, set your 
case trimmer to this length. 

Essential step in removing swarf from the flash hole inside the case, & uniforming the flash tunnel length. Uniform flash tunnels with no swarf to direct the 
primer flash away from centre improve & uniform ignition.

5. Polish the case mouths using a drill & tech screw driver stuffed with fine 
steel wool. Polishing the case mouth reduces scratches on the bullet & prevents the removal of moly coating when it's seated. Scratched bullets are less accurate.

6. Use your flash hole uniforming tool to remove swarf around the inside 
of the flash hole. These tools have an adjustable guide so each case has 
the same treatment. Some trial & error is needed to set this adjustment.

Remove just the swarf & don't drill down into the flash tunnel. Be sure you invert the case after this treatment & tap out any brass pieces; they absolutely 
have no place being shot down the barrel!

7. Use the primer pocket uniforming tool to make all primer pockets 
uniform in depth.

This process can be done at any stage. When seated, the primer should be seated just below the level of the base of the case. This is a safety factor, but 
importantly is one step in gaining uniform ignition.

8. Weigh your lot of cases into batches. An electronic scale makes the job 
quick & easy. I batch the smaller cases (222 Rem) into lots which vary 
only 0.2 grains. Larger cases can have a slightly bigger tolerance.

Do this process after you have uniformed your cases using the first 7 steps. If you do it first then remove brass when trimming length etc, your cases will be 
less uniform. An alternative method of sorting into uniform lots is to find the weight of a full case of water. This is a slow & messy business which I have not 
found to give better results.

9. Uniform case neck thickness by skimming. Only the excess brass 
(usually on one side) needs to be removed. Bench rest cases will be 
skimmed for the whole length of the neck, but for my purposes it is better 
to just skim half to ¾ of the neck as this is about the depth I need to seat 
my bullets. If you skim all of the neck, avoid cutting into the shoulder at all 
costs.

Caution is essential here. There are many different tools available to do this job, most being more precise and easier to adjust than the attachment to the 
Lyman case trimmer I will demonstrate. Adjusting this tool is by trial & error, with tiny changes in cutter depth having large effects. With this tool, make sure 
you cut both inwards towards the shoulder, & also outwards again to the beginning of the cut. The reason for neck skimming is mainly to try to centre the 
bullet on the case axis. It might also result in more uniform neck tension, but this is a minor consideration.

10. Give the skimmed case necks a rub with fine steel wool if there is any 
roughness evident, especially at the shoulder end of the cut.

“That's All Folks” Provided you now do your reloading to the highest standards of uniformity, the grouping of your varmint rifle, using a uniform batch of 
these cases should have improved by at least 30%. You can experiment by shooting these cases against a batch of randomly selected cases of the same 
brand, using identical loading components & methods. With my old 222 Rem barrel, loads which shot on average of 0.6 – 0.8 moa, produced groups of 0.3 
– 0.4 moa. Nothing else I tried ever improved the accuracy to that extent.
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